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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No’s 9616769 and 9616843



		BETWEEN:


		THE QUEEN


		AND:

		DANIEL TYE LEES and
					JOHN CHRISTOPHER CAMERON



CORAM:	MILDREN J


REASONS FOR RULING

(Delivered 13 August 1997)

	Introduction

	The accused are jointly charged with the armed robbery of the Moil Fish and Chip Shop on 20th July 1996 and with stealing pathology samples, medial supplies and equipment, the property of TNT Couriers, on 23 July 1996.  The accused Lees has pleaded not guilty to the armed robbery charge, and guilty to the stealing.  The accused Cameron has pleaded not guilty to both counts.

	At their trial, the Director of Public Prosecutions, represented by Mr Elliott, intends to adduce evidence of video-taped admissions made to the police by both accused.  Counsel for the accused have objected to the admissibility of these admissions on the ground of alleged non-compliance with s 142 of the Police Administration Act and on the basis that the confessions were not voluntary.  Alternatively it was submitted that the admissions should be rejected in the exercise of my discretion.

	The Evidence

	The officer-in-charge of the investigation of these offences was Detective Fensom.  The other police involved were Senior Constable (now Sergeant) Brennan, Detective Senior Constable Mattinson, and Detective Sergeant Chapman.  The accused Lees was aged 20 at the time, and was living at his cousin’s house, at 3 Zenith Court, Palmerston, as well as staying in a number of other places, in order to avoid the police whom he knew wanted to speak to him in relation to another matter.  He is of Anglo-Saxon parentage.  The accused Cameron was aged 18 at the time, and living with his mother and his siblings at 9 Beetaloo Street, Tiwi.  Cameron appears to be of part-Aboriginal descent, although he said in evidence that both of his parents are Aboriginal.  He was born in Perth, but whilst still an infant, his parents separated and he left there with his mother to live in Adelaide. He came to live in Darwin at about the age of 10 years, and he has lived in Darwin ever since.  He attended school at Dripstone High School until Year 8.  He claims that his reading and writing skills are “pretty bad.”  He speaks English well.  There is nothing to suggest that English is a second language.  He is not a person in respect of whom the guidelines in R v Anunga (1976) 11 ALR 412 apply.  It was not suggested otherwise.

	The armed robbery of the Moil Fish and Chip Shop is alleged to have occurred on 20 July 1996.  On or about Thursday or Friday the 1st or 2nd August 1996, Detective Fensom was told by an informant who had spoken to the accused Lees, that the armed robbery was committed by Lees and Cameron, that Lees and Cameron had stolen a TNT Van containing the pathology samples referred to in Court 2 (which is alleged to have occurred on 23 July 1996), and that the informant believed that Lees and Cameron were responsible for another armed robbery at Malak.  Fensom entered that information into a computerised “information sheet”, Exh. D4, with reference to the Malak armed robbery, and told Mattinson that Lees was a suspect, and that if he came across Lees, he should arrest Lees, as he had enough information to arrest him.  It is unlikely that Fensom gave Mattinson any other details concerning the nature of Fensom’s information.  There is no evidence as to whether or not any of the other officers involved in the investigations read the information sheet over the next few days, and no evidence as to whether or not Fensom spoke to any of the other officers concerning this information.

	On Tuesday morning, the 6th August, at the request of Chapman and Fensom, Mattinson and Brennan went to where Cameron was living.  Cameron’s address was recorded on the “information sheet”, Exh. D4.  According to Brennan and Mattinson, Cameron was asked to come to the police station at Casuarina to assist them with their enquires relating to the Moil Fish and Chip Shop, Cameron came voluntarily and he was neither arrested nor cautioned.  According to Brennan, Cameron was told at the police station that the police had heard he was involved in the robbery, Cameron said words to the effect that this was just gossip which had came from some people at a party and that he wasn’t involved, that Brennan had said words to the effect that “people had dobbed him in” and that Cameron maintained his innocence.  Brennan claimed that although Cameron’s denials were unconvincing, he did not have enough information to press Cameron further, and that thereafter Cameron was spoken to about “other breaks” just to get “intelligence”, as to “who was active in the area”.  No notes or other records were made by either Brennan or Mattinson about this interview.  According to Mattinson, he and Brennan attended at Cameron’s home at between 9.00 and 9.15 am, Cameron was taken to Casuarina Police Station, the interview lasted about 30 minutes, and then Cameron was driven home.

	Cameron’s evidence was that when the police attended his home, he was watching a television program, “Aerobics Oz Style”.  He was not able to recall the time.  He usually gets up at about 8.00 am.  The police arrived shortly after he had finished breakfast.  He was asked to come to the police station, and said “No.”  Mattinson said, that if he did not come, he would be arrested, and that he should make it easy for himself and come voluntarily.  In the light of that, he went voluntarily.  He was told it was about an armed robbery, but little else.  At Casuarina Police Station, he claimed he was questioned by police for about 2 hours about whether he was involved in the Moil Fish and Chip Shop robbery.  He was “scared” and thought “he would have got bashed.”  He said he was asked where Lees was, that the police persistently suggested to him that he, Cameron, was involved, and that he should tell them the truth, but that he maintained his denials.  He claimed it was not until about lunch time that he and the police left the police station.  I will return to this conflict in the evidence later.

	Later that afternoon, Brennan and Mattinson attended at Lees’ address at 3 Zenith Circuit, Palmerston.  Brennan said in evidence in chief, that he and Mattinson travelled to Zenith Circuit at 2 pm.  They were assisted by two members of the Palmerston CIB, Jenkinson and Jordan.  Brennan went to the back door, and Mattinson the front door.  When Brennan arrived at the back door, which was wide open, he saw Lees in front of him, and said: “Who are you?”.  Lees said: “Daniel”.  Brennan showed his badge and said: “Look, I’m a police officer.  There’s a bloke at the front door who wants to see you.”  He then took Lees by the arm through the house to the front of the house.  It appears that Mattinson, having knocked at the front door, was let in by Lee’s cousin.  Shortly thereafter, Mattinson had a conversation with Lees which was recorded on a hand-held taperecorder (Exhs. D2 and D3).  This conversation took place, according to the tape, at 3.15 pm.  Lees was told he was under arrest for the armed robbery of the Moil Fish and Chip Shop.  He was asked if he wanted to tell Mattinson anything about it, to which Lees replied in the negative.  Lees was then cautioned, and asked again if he wanted to say anything about the robbery.  Again, Lees replied in the negative.  Mattinson told Lees he was being taken to police headquarters where a formal electronically recorded interview would be conducted.  Lees was asked if there was anyone he wished to have contacted, to which he replied, no.  At some stage, either before or after this conversation, Lees’ cousin made a phone call.  According to Brennan, Lees and Mattinson left the lounge room so that Lees could get his shirt.  They returned about 30 seconds later, and then left the premises.  According to Mattinson, he had no recollection of this, and he believed he stayed in the loungeroom throughout.  Lees’ evidence was that Mattinson searched his bedroom for rifles and guns, and whilst in the bedroom asked him further questions, which were recorded on Mattinson’s taperecorder, about weapons.  Mattinson denies any such conversation.  Lees also gave evidence that he was ill with a throat infection, and didn’t want to go to police headquarters because he was too ill.  I note that on the taped conversation, when Lees was asked, (oddly, because he had been already told he was under arrest,) if he was happy to accompany the police back to police headquarters, he said “yeah,” and made no mention of his illness.  It will be necessary to return to this subject again later.

	According to Lees, on the way back to Berrimah, the police vehicle stopped in a bus zone, opposite the Shell Service Station on the Stuart Highway, Palmerston.  Lees claimed that Brennan told him that if he did not own up and tell them where the missing pathology samples were, he would be flogged.  Lees claimed that he told Brennan that he wished to be taken straight to Berrimah and that he wanted to speak to Chris Lyndon, another police officer.  His evidence was that the police went quiet, and then said “all right” and headed off to Berrimah. 

	Brennan’s evidence was that the vehicle did not stop, and he made no threats, but he admitted speaking to Lees in the police vehicle about the importance of recovering the pathology samples and that Lees had indicated to him that he wished to speak to Chris Lyndon, whom he knew through playing football.  Mattinson also denied stopping on the way.  He confirmed that Brennan spoke to Lees in the vehicle, but as he was concentrating on driving, and could not recall any of the conversation.  I will return to this conflict in the evidence later.

	After arriving at police headquarters, Lees was placed in an interview room.  According to Lees, Brennan said to him, shortly thereafter, “You might as well own up - get it done.”  Lees claimed he said nothing, until Chris Lyndon arrived.  According to Brennan, apart from getting Lees a cup of coffee, he was not further involved with Lees that day, as his supervisor wished Lees to be interviewed by Fensom.  Mattinson telephoned Fensom and then Chris Lyndon whom he asked to attend, and he thought he also telephoned Lee’s father, but he was uncertain of that and conceded that the father may have been called by Lees’ cousin.  On his account, he did nothing further until Fensom arrived.  

	According to Fensom, he was living at Howard Springs at the time, and he asked Mattinson to come and get him.  The exact time Fensom arrived at Berrimah is uncertain, but it is likely to have been, I find, around 4.00 pm.

	In the meantime, Senior Constable Lyndon arrived at Berrimah, and after speaking to Mattinson, had a conversation with Lees which lasted 20 to 30 minutes.  Lyndon was unable to say what time he arrived, and there is no police record of  this kept on the running sheet.

	According to Lyndon, he was not told by Mattinson why Lees had been arrested, and the evidence is that Lyndon spoke to Lees at Lees’ request, in the capacity of a friend, and not as a police officer.  The main points which came out of Lyndon’s discussion with Lees may be briefly summarised as follows:  Lees was apprehensive about being in custody; he complained about a sore throat, and said he had taken panadol; he complained about “being involved in certain jobs he knew nothing about”; he denied being involved in any criminal activity; Lyndon suggested to Lees that he had a choice - if he had been involved in any criminal activity, the best thing was to say nothing; but if he had been involved in criminal activity and wished to make a clean start in life, he should “clear the slate, own up to whatever involvement he had in whatever activity, and get on with his life, pick up the pieces and go from there.”  He asked Lees no questions, and after speaking with him for 20-30 minutes, he left Lees alone to reflect on what he had told him, and said he would return later to see what he wanted to do.  After a few minutes, Lyndon returned and Lees indicated some involvement in a robbery.  Shortly after that, Lees’ father arrived.  According to the running sheet, Exh. D1, this was at 3.47 pm.  There was then a further conversation between Lees, Lees’ father and Lyndon when Lyndon went through the same matters again.  In addition, Lyndon told Lees that if admissions are made, courts take that into account in considering penalty.  At the end of this conversation, Lees indicated that he wished to “clean the slate” and to tell the police everything he knew about the robbery.  Lyndon then left the interview room, passed the information on to Detective Fensom, and then left the building.  This evidence was not challenged by Lees, except that he claimed that he told Lyndon about the TNT Van and that he had dumped the pathology samples at Howard Springs, and had not admitted to any armed robbery.  Thereafter Lees spoke to his father alone for a short while.  After his father left, according to Lees he was spoken to by Fensom, who told him that if he admitted to the armed robbery, the stealing of the van and an assault matter, he would not get a gaol sentence, but would receive home detention; that he’d already been “dobbed in” by John Cameron, so there was no point in denying it, that Cameron had already been charged and bailed and had “nominated him”, that he would make sure that the matter stayed in the Magistrates’ Court, and that he would be bailed if he made a confession and allowed to go home.  None of this conversation was recorded.  In answer to questions put to him by Mr Thomson on behalf of Cameron, he was also asked if he or Cameron were involved in the BP armed robbery.

	According to Fensom, no such conversation occurred, although he did have a brief conversation with Lees alone at 5.40 pm when he introduced himself, asked him if he would participate in a formal record of interview then went and got a tape recorder, explained what he wanted to speak to him about, cautioned him and asked if he wished to have anyone notified, or if he wished to have anyone present.  There is no system of keeping any written record of tape-recorded conversation made in purported compliance with s 140 of the Police Administration Act and that tape-recording is now missing.  Thereafter, Lees was taken to a formal interview room equipped with electronic recording equipment.  At that time, Mattinson was present.  He was told at some stage about the fact that the conversation would be electronically recorded.  The formal record of interview commenced at 5.47 pm.

	According to Mattinson, he was present when Fensom spoke to Lees on the audio-tape which was “basically in the nature of another s 140 tape” but he was unable to recall any of the conversation.

	During the formal record of interview, there is no mention of Fensom speaking to the accused in purported compliance with s 140 of the Act.  On the contrary, Fensom suggested to Lees, and Lees apparently accepted, that Mattinson spoke to Lees at Police Headquarters, which was recorded on an audio-tape, about “what was going on” and “if you (Lees) wished to speak to anyone”.  After some preliminary questions, Fensom again cautioned Lees, before asking him what he could tell him about the armed robbery of the Moil Fish and Chip Shop.  Lees then made a confession about his and Cameron’s part in that robbery, following which, he was questioned about his involvement in the unlawful use of the TNT courier van.  At 6.04 pm the interview was suspended to locate the pathology samples.  At 8.20 pm, Lees’ interview was recommenced and it was suspended again shortly thereafter at 8.20 pm for a meal break.  At 9.25 pm a record of interview was conducted about other matters.  This interview concluded at 9.38 pm.  Lees was then charged, bailed and released.

	The following day, at 9.00 am, Chapman attended alone at Cameron’s home.  According to Chapman he asked Cameron to come to Police Headquarters with him.  Cameron asked what for, and he was told that it was about the robbery of the fish and chip shop.  Cameron said that he was at the police station “all day yesterday” and had told them he didn’t do it.  Chapman said, “well, we have more evidence and I know you did do it.”  Cameron was not arrested.  He was driven to Berrimah.  There was no conversation on the way.  As Chapman drove into the car park at Police Headquarters, he saw the accused Lees with Mattinson, Brennan and two other detectives.  Cameron then said “I was only holding a piece of wood.  He had the knife.”  Chapman said: “I thought the other weapon was a star picket.  Well at least the paper said it was.”  Chapman then took Cameron to a formal interview room, and asked Brennan to be present to corroborate the interview, which was electronically recorded.  According to Chapman, there was no preliminary conversation with Cameron, and the entire conversation was recorded by audio and video tape (Exh. P3).

	Cameron’s version of these events is that when Chapman arrived at his home, he said “You know what I’m here for.”  Cameron said “No, I don’t.”  Chapman said, “I’m here for the armed robbery.”  Cameron said, “I didn’t do it.  I was at the police station all day yesterday.”  Chapman said, “We’ve got Daniel in custody and he told me that you’re involved too.”  He was then asked to go with Chapman to police headquarters; he was not arrested.  On the way, Chapman made only one remark:  “When you watch a movie, don’t forget to watch the end of it when the cops come along.”  He denied seeing Lees at the carpark, and denied any conversation with Chapman about his only holding a piece of wood.  He claimed there was a conversation in the interview room with Chapman to the effect that “We’ve already got Daniel, so you might as well just own up and tell the truth, so we can get our job over and done with,” and that if he did not answer his questions, “We have our ways in dealing with people who don’t own up to things.”  Later, in cross-examination by Mr Elliott, he maintained that Chapman had also said words to the effect that he should not ask for his mother or anyone else to be present at the interview; just hurry up and get it over and done with and you’ll be able to go.  He later said that he confessed to the police only because he knew Lees had confessed and had been caught by the police.

	The evidence is that the formal record of interview commenced at 9.36 am and was concluded at 9.54 am; during which time Cameron made admissions as to the armed robbery.  Thereafter Chapman conducted a further recorded interview concerning the unlawful use of the TNT courier van; following which Cameron was charged and bailed.

	Submissions and Conclusions in Relation to the Accused Lees

	Mr Dalrymple’s submitted that the arrest of Lees by Brennan was unlawful.  It is common ground that Lees was arrested without a warrant.  It was submitted that the only authority for such an arrest is s 123 of the Police Administration Act, which provides that “a member of the Police Force may, without warrant, arrest and take into custody any person where he believes on reasonable grounds that the person has committed ... an offence.”  Mr Dalrymple conceded that Fensom probably had reasonable grounds to arrest Lees, but he submitted that Brennan did not, as all he was told by Fensom was that he, Fensom had enough information to arrest Lees, but Brennan was not told what that information was.  Mr Elliott submitted that this was enough to amount to “reasonable grounds”, within the meaning of the section.  I was not referred to any authorities on this point.

	Since the Criminal Code came into force on 1 January 1984, the common law powers of arrest no longer exist:  H v Hill, supra.  In 1993, shortly after H v Hill was decided, the legislature provided, by amendments made to the Criminal Code, for a statutory power of citizens’ arrest without warrant:  Criminal Code, s 441.  That provision by its specific terms does not apply to police officers.  Accordingly I accept Mr Dalrymple’s’ submission that the only power a police officer has to arrest without warrant is to be found in s 123 of the Police Administration Act.  However this statement must be further qualified by reference to s 124 of the Criminal Code, which provides:

“Any person who, having reasonable notice that he is required to assist any police officer in arresting any person, or in preserving the peace, without reasonable excuse omits to do so, is guilty of a crime and is liable to imprisonment for one year.”

	In H v Hill, supra at p 362, I observed that “any arrest, in the circumstances envisaged by s 124 would in any event be effected by the police officer, and not the citizen, even though the citizen came to the police officer’s aid.”

	The first question then, is whether Brennan had reasonable grounds for suspecting that Lees had committed an offence.  If he did not the second question is whether his arrest of Lees was in some way protected by the provisions of s 124.

	It is well-established that, in order to have reasonable grounds, a police officer may rely upon information of a hearsay nature which would not be admissible in court:  Heiss v The Queen; Kamm v The Queen (1992) 2 NTLR 150 at 181, provided that the informant is justified in believing the information to be reliable:  McArdle v Egan (1934) 150 LT 412 per Lord Wright.  The test of whether Brennan had reasonable grounds is objective, and may be stated as being whether a reasonable man, knowing the law and possessed of the information in fact possessed by the arresting party, would suspect that Lees had committed an offence: see: Dallison v Caffery [1965] 1 QB 348 at 371 per Diplock L.J.;  In White v Kain (1921) SASR 339 Poole J at 344: said that the elements of the test were three fold:

“... first, an honest suspicion that the plaintiff had committed an offence; and secondly, just cause, that is, that the suspicion was based on a full conviction of the existence of certain facts; and thirdly, that those facts if really existent would  reasonably lead an ordinarily prudent and cautious man placed in the defendant’s position to the conclusion that the plaintiff was probably guilty of an offence.”

	It would appear from the facts that the arrest was probably made by both Brennan and Mattinson, neither of whom knew any facts, hearsay or otherwise, concerning Lees’ involvement in any crimes, other than, at the most, that Fensom had told Mattinson, that he considered that he had enough information to arrest Lees without a warrant.  There was no evidence of any urgency to effect an arrest, such that it was appropriate to do so without a warrant, and no evidence that a warrant had been issued.  Clearly, Fensom had ample time to have applied for a warrant at any time between 2nd and 6th August.  The question of fact as to what amounts to reasonable grounds for suspicion may vary depending upon the urgency of the situation: see Dumbell v Roberts (1944) 1 All ER 326 at 329 per Scott L.J. Here, there was no urgency; and neither Brennan nor Mattinson made any enquires from Fensom as to the basis of his suspicion, although they could have done so, and could have found out the information by consulting the information sheet, Exh. D4.  It was submitted by Mr Elliott that Brennan and Mattinson acted reasonably in relying on the word of a colleague.  There is authority for the proposition that a police officer who is aware of the existence of a warrant for the arrest of a person for an offence, can rely upon that information as founding reasonable grounds for a belief that the person has committed an offence and arrest him, without warrant for that offence:  see Creagh v Gamble (1888) 24 L.R. Ir. 458 at 470, 472.  But a warrant is required to be issued by a judicial officer, and before it is issued, the judicial officer is required to satisfy himself that it is justified.  Here there was no-one, (apart from Brennan and Mattinson) whose duty it was to ensure that proper grounds existed for Fensom’s opinion.  Fensom may have had proper grounds or he may not.  There is no evidence that Fensom directed Brennan and Mattinson to arrest Lees.  It is not necessary to consider the situation had Brennan and Mattinson been carrying out superior orders, but I can find no authority which suggests that this would have made any difference, and for the same reason s 124 of the Criminal Code does not apply.  I am satisfied accordingly that neither Brennan nor Mattinson were justified in arresting Lees, and that his arrest was illegal at that stage.  To the extent that Lees was further detained by Fensom at Berrimah Police Centre both before during and after the record of interview commenced, as it was not suggested that Fensom did not have reasonable grounds for suspecting Lees, no criticism can be made of Lees’ detention once Fensom arrived and introduced himself to Lees.  The unlawful arrest of Lees gives rise to a discretion to exclude Lees’ confession:  see Williams v The Queen (1986) 161 CLR 278 at 285-6 per Gibbs C.J.   I will consider that matter later.

	Mr Dalrymple next submitted that Mattinson unlawfully searched Lees’ room for guns, as he had no search warrant.  I find, notwithstanding Mattinson’s evidence to the contrary, that he did follow Lees to his room to get a shirt.  This was seen by Brennan, and it is unlikely that a police officer who had effected an arrest would have allowed Lees out of his sight.  I think Mattinson’s evidence on this point is mistaken.  I do not accept Lees’ evidence that Mattinson searched his room for guns or spoke to him on the tape-recorder about that topic in his room.  Mattinson had no reason to enquire about guns.  The armed robbery involved a knife and what was believed at that stage, apparently, to be a star picket.  Mattinson denied searching the room, but as I said, he denied going to the room at all.  I consider Lees to be an untruthful and unreliable witness.  There were a number of occasions when he appeared to me to be fabricating his evidence in the witness box as he went along.  I reject his claim that he told the police that he was too sick to attend the police station.  That is clearly contrary to what he said, when asked if he was happy to accompany the police.  He claimed in cross-examination that he asked for Lyndon to be present because he had been threatened by Brennan in the car, and he thought Lyndon might be able to do something to stop the police from threatening him or “doing things” to him, but there is no evidence he complained to Lyndon of being threatened or asking Lyndon or his father to be present whilst he was spoken to by the police.  He claimed, at first, that this slipped his mind, but later sought to justify this on other grounds, which were weak and unconvincing.  In cross-examination he claimed, for the first time, that he was threatened by Brennan at the police station.  I reject his claim, somewhat inconsistently made, that he was too ill at the police station to be interviewed.  I note on the recorded record of interview he was specifically asked about his health, and told Fensom he was all right, and was happy to talk to him.

	Accordingly I reject the submission that Lees’ room was unlawfully searched.

	Mr Dalrymple contended further that Brennan unlawfully entered the dwelling house, as he had not been invited to enter it.  Had Brennan or Mattinson been authorised to arrest Lees pursuant to s 123 of the Act, Brennan’s authority to enter the premises would have been authorised by s 126(2) of the Act.  In Mattinson’s case, he was permitted to enter by the occupant of the house.  There is no evidence that she objected to Brennan’s presence.  There is no evidence that Lees objected to his entering the house.  The door through which Brennan entered was open.  I am not prepared to find on the balance of probabilities that Brennan unlawfully entered the house.

	Mr Dalrymple’s next submission was that Lees’ confession was involuntary.  He relied upon the alleged threats and inducements made by Brennan and Fensom.  As to the allegations made concerning the occasion when Lees maintained the police pulled over at the bus bay opposite the Shell service station on the Stuart Highway Palmerston, I prefer the evidence of Brennan and Mattinson to that of Lees.  I consider that Brennan and Mattinson were frank and truthful witnesses.  There are discrepancies between them in relation to the accounts they have given on some issues, but they are not of any substance, and are the kind of discrepancies to be expected of honest witnesses trying to do their best to recall events which occurred a long while ago without the benefit of notes.  I would not be surprised that Brennan asked Lees about the pathology samples, and Brennan admitted that he did so.  I am conscious of the difficulty which faces persons in police custody proving allegations of this sort and the ease with which denials can be made by dishonest police.  Nevertheless, I am satisfied that no threats, promises, or inducements were made on this, or any other occasion, by any of the police involved.  I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities that Lees’ confession is voluntary, and that the reason he chose to make it was because he had decided, after speaking with his father and with Lyndon, to make a clean breast of his criminal behaviour.  That is what he told Lyndon he intended to do, and I accept Lyndon as a witness of truth.  I do not believe that Lees had decided to admit only to the unlawful use of the TNT van, and to assist in recovering the pathology samples.  Important as that was, it is clear that the main matter of interest to the police was the armed robbery, and that must have been clear to Lees.  I do not believe Lyndon was mistaken in his recollection that Lees had told him of his involvement in a robbery.

	The only matter which casts some doubt in my mind is the possibility that Lyndon’s recollection is faulty, and that Lees intended to confess only to his involvement in the unlawful use of the TNT van and the stealing of the samples etc., as Lees maintained, and that Fensom made the alleged promises and inducements to Lees which overbore his will, after Lyndon and Lees’ father had left.  Lyndon was prepared to concede he was not 100% certain that Lees mentioned the armed robbery to him although he maintained that that was his recollection.  To some extent, Lyndon’s recollection is supported by Fensom, as the thrust of his evidence is that Lees had admitted to the armed robbery to Lyndon.  Although this was not fully explored, it is consistent with Lyndon having told Fensom about this.  Fensom was an unsatisfactory witness in some respects.  I consider he is mistaken in his recollection that he conducted a further taped conversation in compliance with s 140 of the Act at 5.40 pm.  No such tape has ever been found, and whilst I concede the possibility that it may have been lost, it seems unlikely that Fensom would not have referred to this in the formal record of interview which started only 7 minutes later, and even more unlikely that Fensom would instead,  have referred to a s 140 taped conversation with Mattinson.   Mattinson claimed that he was present when Fensom spoke to Lees at 1740 on audio tape, but he could not recollect anything about that conversation.  Fensom’s evidence was that Mattinson was not present at all.  There is nothing in the running sheet about that conversation.  Fensom’s statement Exh. D6 says:

“At about 1740 hours I spoke with the defendant, I introduced myself and ask (sic) if he would take part in a formal taped record of interview, he agreed and I left to make preparation for this.”

	There is no mention of a taped conversation at 1740 hours in Fensom’s statement.

	There are other discrepancies between Fensom and Mattinson.  Fensom claimed Mattinson came to his home and drove him back to police headquarters; Mattinson said that Fensom came by himself.  Fensom said he was called on duty at 1500 hours, and this is the time recorded in his statement.  Mattinson said he telephoned Fensom after he had returned to Berrimah.  The arrest of Lees occurred at 3.15 pm, and according to the running sheet, the police did not arrive at police headquarters until 3.30 pm.  If Fensom’s time is correct, Mattinson must have called him before the arrest occurred, and if this is so, it is unlikely that Mattinson would have later rung him again and then arranged to pick Fensom up at Howard Springs.  According to Fensom, Lyndon left the police station a few seconds after Lees’ father had left.  All of the other witnesses say that Lyndon left some time before Lees’ father.  There is no record of when either Lyndon or Lees’ father left police headquarters.  Given that Lees’ father arrived at 3.45 pm if Fensom is correct about the time he first spoke with Lees, and that this occurred very shortly after Lees had finished speaking with his father and with Lyndon, Lees must have been engaged in conversation with his father for about 2 hours.  Alternatively, Fensom spoke to Lees earlier and for longer than Fensom was prepared to admit.

	Fensom, in cross-examination admitted to discussing the time of his arrival at police headquarters with Mattinson and conceded that the time of 3 o’clock he was called on duty must have been wrong, and said further that he was not wearing a watch and did not check the time of the call.  According to Fensom, when he arrived, Lees was in the interview room with his father and with Lyndon.  This must have been after 3.45 pm.  If Mattinson is correct, and Fensom was called shortly after 3.30 pm, allowing for Fensom to change his clothes and get to Berrimah, it is likely that Fensom did not arrive until about 4.00 pm.

	The conclusions I have drawn are that Fensom’s evidence on these discrepancies is unreliable and that the evidence of Mattinson and Lyndon is to be preferred.  I also find that there was no s 140 tape made by Fensom at 5.40 pm.  To the extent that Mattinson claimed Fensom recorded such a conversation at that time, I find he is mistaken and, I think it is likely that he has been inferenced in his recollections by discussions he had with Fensom later.  This leaves open the possibility that Fensom did make the inducements Lees claimed he made.  However, as I have said, Lees was a most unsatisfactory witness.  In giving his evidence my observations of his demeanour in the witness box also have played a significant part in rejecting his evidence, notwithstanding Fensom’s lack of credit on the points I have canvassed, and to some extent Mattinson’s as well.  Mr Dalrymple contended that certain questions put to Lees in his record of interview by Fensom were a “smoking gun” which supported Lees’ version, but I am unable to accept this.  I consider that Fensom and Mattinson in denying any improper threats or inducements to Lees are truthful and are supported by the evidence of Lyndon, as I have mentioned.  I should record that unlike Lees, I formed the impression of Fensom and Mattinson that, although their recollections of some of the events are faulty, they were trying to do their best to give honest and truthful evidence.  I find that Lees’ confession is voluntary.

	Mr Dalrymple’s next submission was that even if no threats or inducements were made, Fensom had begun questioning Lees before the recorded record of interview started, and that therefore the whole record of interview was inadmissible pursuant to s 142(1) of the Police Administration Act.  I do not accept that any “questioning” had begun before the taped record of interview began.  “Questioning” means questions about the circumstances of the offence:  R v Maratabunga (1993) 3 NTLR 77 at 91-92; 114 FLR 117 at 127; R v Charlie (1995) 121 FLR 306 at 312.  There is nothing in Grimley (1995) 121 FLR 236; 121 FLR 282 to the contrary.  I find that Lees was asked by Fenton if he was prepared to participate in a recorded formal record of interview, what he was to be interviewed about, what that process involved and that he would be given a copy of the tape, but was not asked any questions about his involvement in the offences.  There was therefore no breach of s 142(1) of the Act.

	The final question is whether I should reject Lees’ confession in the exercise of my discretion.  A number of matters were raised by Mr Dalrymple:

1.	The s 140 tape made by Mattinson at the time of Lees’ arrest did not strictly comply with s 140(1) of the Police Administration Act.  This requires the police to have informed Lees of his right to communicate with a friend or relative to inform him or her of his whereabouts.  That, strictly, was not done precisely in accordance with the subsection.  The importance of this requirement is discussed in R v Charley, supra, at 314-15.  In this case, Lees’ cousin was present when he was arrested and she in fact made a phone call on Lees’ behalf, either to Legal Aid, or to Lees’ father.  Lees’ father attended at the police station before the record of interview or any questioning commenced, as did Lyndon.  This particular breach is therefore very trivial and technical.

2.	The failure by the police to record everything said to Lees by Fensom before the record of interview commenced.  Mr Dalrymple submitted that the “common thread” of cases such as Pollard v The Queen (1992) 176 CLR 177; (1992) 110 ALR 385; and Forster v The Queen (1993) 113 ALR 1 is adherence to the principle that the accused is denied the opportunity to prove what happened when speaking alone with Fenton before the record of interview commenced.  There are several problems with this submission.  First, these cases, together with Heatherington v The Queen (1994) 179 CLR 370 and Grimley v The Queen  (1994) 121 FLR 236, are concerned with recording the whole questioning process.  The difficulty is to know when the questioning has begun.  On the one hand, it is clearly in the interests of an accused person and of the police to record electronically everything that is said, whether it is a “questioning” or not.  On the other hand, it is practically impossible and probably undesirable for police to have tape-recorders and video-recorders running for every moment of time after a person is taken into custody, or invited to attend at a police station voluntarily.  In the present case, for instance, such a requirement would mean that tapes or videos or both would have to have been running continuously from the moment of Lees’ arrest, except for those periods when he spoke to his father and Lyndon in the absence of the police investigators.  Even then the tapes would have been turned off and on again.  No system is foolproof, and whenever tapes were not running, an accused person could falsely allege that threats and inducements were made to him when the tapes were turned off, or that the tape was left running after he had left the room so as not to record what was said to him.  Given these difficulties, the submission that it is unfair not to have recorded what Fensom did say to him shortly before the formal record of interview commenced is a circular argument.  The fact that Fensom did say something to Lees at 5.47 pm does not assist the argument.  If Fensom had diligently recorded everything said, this would not have prevented Lees from asserting that there was further conversation either before or after the tape-recorder was activated.  On the other hand, if Brennan or Fensom were minded to pressure Lees, it would be difficult to devise a system, other than to video-record every moment of time Lees was in police custody, to ensure police did not have that opportunity.  There is no authority of which I am aware which goes this far.

3.	Finally there is the question of Lees’ unlawful arrest, up to the period Fensom introduced himself.  Mr Elliott  submitted that the unlawfulness of the arrest was “highly technical” given that Fensom had sufficient grounds.  I do not agree.  In the circumstances, Brennan and Mattinson should have satisfied themselves that Fensom’s information could be relied upon and formed their own judgements.  However, the period of unlawful arrest and detention was not long - perhaps 2 1/4 hours - much of which was taken up with Lees speaking to his father and with Lyndon; I am satisfied that he was not questioned during this period and nothing improper occurred; I am satisfied that he voluntarily decided to confess because he had decided to make a fresh start in life; and I bear in mind that the arrest could have occurred lawfully but did not, it would appear, because of police sloppiness rather than deliberate misbehaviour by the police concerned.  In all the circumstances, I see no unfairness to the accused in admitting his record of interview at his trial, and I do not consider that I should exercise my discretion to reject it on public policy grounds: see Williams v The Queen, supra, at 285-6; Bunning v Cross (1978) 41 CLR 54; Cleland v The Queen (1982) 151 CLR 1; Ridgeway v The Queen (1995) 129 ALR 41.

	Accordingly, the taped confession of Lees will be admitted into evidence.

	Submissions and Conclusions in Relation to the Accused Cameron

	Mr Thomson on behalf of the accused Cameron submitted that Cameron’s confession was involuntary.  He based this submission on the circumstances of the questioning of Cameron on 6th and 7th August.  Before reaching my findings of fact, I should say that I found Cameron to be an unconvincing witness.  On some matters he appeared to be frank and truthful, yet on others I have no hesitation in rejecting his evidence.  The first strong impression I obtained from Cameron is his dislike and distrust of all police officers.  In his evidence in chief, he claimed he had been questioned by police on other occasions before August 1996, and they treated him “like everybody else,” “sort of rough”; with “no respect for who I was.”  When asked to elaborate, he complained of police choking him, pulling his hair and threatening to punch him.  He said this made him “nervous of coppers.”  Later in cross-examination he claimed that this was done to him by “just a uniformed cop,” that it had happened a lot of times to him, that it happened when “breaking up something that might have been occurring on the street” or when he was “just walking along and they pull me up”; that “lots of times things happen off the record,” that it had happened more than 10 times to him; that he had never complained, because he was “too scared” and he had heard of similar things happening to his friends.  Unlike other states, where things of this nature are notorious, particularly where young male aboriginals are concerned, the Northern Territory Police have not earned a similar degree of notoriety.  Complaints of this nature are, in my experience, extremely rare, yet if this evidence is true, not only Cameron but a lot of other young persons are assaulted and threatened by police.  The nature of these allegations was not fully explored.  No questions were asked about when or where any of these events were said to have occurred.  Assuming Cameron is to be believed on this, I note that on his own account he was not threatened by Brennan or Mattinson on the 6th, he claimed he “felt scared” when being interviewed by them, and he was afraid of being bashed.  Nothing was suggested by Cameron that either Brennan or Mattinson did or said anything to him to make him “scared” or fearful of a physical assault.  On his version, the interview lasted 2 hours, and he was persistently told by the police that he had been “dobbed in” by his friends; yet he made no admissions and the police, in effect, drove him to where he wanted to go when the interview was over.  As to the following day, he denied seeing Lees at the police car park, did not suggest he was intimidated by Chapman before he arrived at Berrimah, alleged that Chapman led him to think he would be bashed if he did not answer Chapman’s questions because Chapman had threatened him by saying “we have our ways in dealing with people who don’t own up to things.”  Yet in cross-examination he conceded that the only reason he confessed to Chapman was because he had been told that Lees had been caught and had already confessed.  In re-examination he asserted that he gave this answer because he felt he had to.  What he meant by that was not explored.  He could have meant he had to because it was the truth, or he could have meant something else.

	I make full allowance for the cultural difficulties which persons of aboriginal descent have with leading questions: see my paper, “Redressing the Imbalance Against Aboriginals in the Criminal Justice System,” (1997) 21 Crim L.J. 7, esp. at 14-16; but in this case it appears (at best) that the only leading question Cameron may have “had to” have answered unfavourably to himself was the answer he gave as to why he confessed (I should add, that the same question was put to him in three different ways with the same result in each case), whilst on a number of other occasions leading questions in cross-examination were firmly denied.

	On the other hand, I formed a very favourable impression of Chapman who I considered to be a careful, honest and truthful witness.  I am satisfied that Cameron did see Lees in the company of police on the 7th of August in the police car park.  Chapman’s evidence was confirmed by Brennan (Tr. p 24).  Mattinson and Lees were not asked about this.  I am satisfied that the reason Cameron decided to confess was because he saw Lees in the car park, realised that Lees was in custody and thought he had already confessed.  I accept Chapman’s evidence that he did not tell Cameron that Lees had already confessed.

	I am satisfied that no threats, inducements or undue pressure was placed on Cameron by any of the police.  Wherever Cameron’s evidences conflicts with that of the police witnesses, I prefer the latter.  I am satisfied that Cameron’s confession was voluntarily obtained and is admissible in evidence.

	Mr Thomson submitted that the questioning of Cameron had begun before Chapman had turned on the video-tape.  I do not accept this submission.  I reject Cameron’s evidence, and accept the evidence of Chapman that no questions were put to Cameron before the formal record of interview commenced.  Mr Thomson sought to rely upon a question in the record of interview as giving credence to Cameron’s evidence.  Without going into details, suffice it to say that the question is consistent with Chapman referring to something he had said earlier in the taped record of interview.

	Mr Thomson’s next submission was that Chapman had failed to offer to Cameron the opportunity to contact a friend or relative, as required by s 140(b) of the Police Administration Act.  What Chapman did was ask Cameron if there was anyone else, (apart from his sister who already knew where he was), he wanted to know where he was at present, to which Cameron replied, No.  This was not a strict compliance with s 140(b), but it was a substantial compliance, and as is common ground, Cameron’s sister did know where he was.  Cameron said in evidence that he wanted to have his mother present, but it is difficult to believe that in the light of his recorded answer.  Although there was no strict compliance with the section, I am satisfied that it would not be unfair to Cameron’s trial to admit his confession on this ground, and I am satisfied that the interests of of public policy do not require it either, on the facts of this case.  I point out, further, that Cameron was legally an adult at that time and that he was not required to be told that he had the right to have a prisoner’s friend present, given his understanding of the English language.  It was not contended otherwise by Mr Thomson.

	Accordingly, I find that Cameron’s confession is admissible, that there are no grounds for exercising any discretion to exclude it, and that therefore his confession will be admitted into evidence.

